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Executive Summary
+CityxChange aims to engage with citizens to enable and empower them to create a more sustainable
future. A key objective of the +CityxChange project is to co-develop solutions with citizens, change
citizen behaviour, and boost participation in the clean energy transition by establishing new methods
of citizen engagement and participation that can be replicated by follower cities. By trialling these
methods in Limerick and embedding them into local frameworks the project aims to establish a new
dynamic of collaboration that will enable local communities and administrative structures to adapt to
the challenges resulting from climate change.

This deliverable describes the implementation of Task 4.3 Community-Led Open Innovation in Limerick
which focuses on creating an open innovation ecosystem that fosters and influences positive energy
behaviour across a wide stakeholder group of individuals, government, and business. It will document
the development and establishment of a Citizens’ Observatory for the city as well as the engagement
programme of community participation events and the establishment of a Positive Energy Champions
Network as a means to empower citizens through community-led open innovation..

This report will detail the implementation of the CommunityxChange engagement frameworks which
draw on Deliverables including D3.2 Delivery of the Citizen Participation Playbook, D3.3 Framework for
Innovation Playgrounds, and D3.5 Framework for a Positive Energy Champion Network.

D4.8 Limerick Citizen Observatory, v.08 6
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1. Introduction & Context

+CityxChange aims to engage with citizens to enable and empower them to create a more sustainable
future. Limerick as a Lighthouse City in the project sought to achieve this in the implementation of Task
4.3 Community-led Open Innovation by creating an innovation and collaboration ecosystem that would
enable Limerick’s energy transition and facilitate the establishment of Positive Energy Blocks (PEBs),
Districts (PEDs) and Cities (PECs) that can be replicated by follower cities.

The matrix of +CityxChange frameworks for participatory design and co-creation coordinate to enable
citizens to develop the sense of ownership that is critical for managing the change towards living in a
positive energy city.

Putting citizen participation at the heart of frameworks developed as part of the +CitxChange project
and embedding this approach into the work of local government in Limerick will be key to the
successful legacy of the project. Successful change can result where citizens truly engage and
participate in the development of localised solutions. The Citizen Observatory serves as a physical and
digital hub for activities in the Implementation of an Innovation Playground. This report describes the
delivery of the Citizen Observatory, its development through the project and the delivery of
Community-led Open Innovation engagement activities linked to the following frameworks:

● Framework for Bold City Vision, Guidelines and Incentives Schemes1

● Development of Citizen Participation Playbook and Platform2

● Framework for Innovation Labs towards DPEB Solutions3

● Framework for an Innovation Playground4

● Framework for a Positive Energy Champions Campaign5

A detailed description of the CommunityxChange Frameworks listed above is included in D4.10
Limerick Innovation Lab Solutions Catalogue 2 (Walsh et al., 2022) and also in Section 1.4. Both D4.10
and this report document the orchestration of Limerick’s clean energy innovation ecosystem through
+CityxChange and CommunityxChange implementation.
The delivery of the Citizen Observatory was closely aligned with the development of the Innovation
Playground and the DPEB Innovation Lab. Defining and exploring the Citizens’ Observatory and

5 https://cityxchange.eu/knowledge-base/positive-energy-champions-2/

4 https://cityxchange.eu/knowledge-base/d3-3-framework-for-innovation-playgrounds/

3 https://cityxchange.eu/knowledge-base/d3-6-framework-for-dpeb-innovation-labs/

2 https://cityxchange.eu/knowledge-base/delivery-of-the-citizen-participation-playbook/

1 https://cityxchange.eu/knowledge-base/framework-for-bold-city-vision-guidelines-and-incentive-schemes/
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distinguishing it from the DPEB Innovation Lab was a key output of WP3 CommunityxChange. D3.6:
Framework for DPEB Innovation Labs defines the +CityxChange Citizens’ Observatories as:

“programmed spaces, ‘places’ within the Innovation Playground which act as a
portal to a digital Citizen Observatory system, lowering the threshold to
participation and enabling the next generation smart citizen. The +CityxChange
Citizen Observatory can be co-located with the DPEB Innovation Lab or can be
dispersed within the Innovation Playground”. (Fitzgerald et al., 2020, p. 34.)

Developed collaboratively through the CityxChange project and through the implementation of the
Innovation Playground, the Citizens’ Observatory with an engagement hub space and the enhanced
Fab Lab Limerick operate together, to deliver the +CityxChange DPEB Innovation Lab, now referred to
as the Citizen Innovation Lab.

1.1 Structure of the Report

Section 1: Introduction provides a concise introduction to the deliverable, +CityxChange, Work Package
4 and related tasks, Community-Led Open Innovation as it happened in Limerick, a description of the
Task understanding and outline of the linkages between this task and the CommunityxChange suite of
frameworks. It will outline any deviation to the task and how the Citizen Observatory concept
developed in Limerick through the course of the project. Finally it will cover the impact of Covid 19 on
Community Led Open Innovation.

Section 2: Implementation describes in detail the implementation of community led open innovation in
Limerick to include, the establishment of the Citizen Observatory and subsequent development of the
Citizen Innovation Lab, City Engage Weeks and the delivery of the Positive Energy Champion Campaign.

Section 3: Legacy Examines the impact and lessons learned from the implementation of community led
open innovation in Limerick.

Section 4: Conclusion summarises the activities and results of Open Led Innovation in LHC Limerick.

1.2 Task Understanding

In Work Package 4 Limerick City and County Council led the implementation and testing of 11
Demonstration Projects under the themes of integrated planning and design, common energy market
and community exchange. The outcomes sought to guide Follower Cities to replicate and scale the
solutions, adapted to their respective local conditions to create Positive Energy Cities.

The key WP4 objective for T4.3 Community Led Open Innovation was to:
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Influence Citizen behaviour, boost participation, awareness and a sense of ownership
of local authorities and communities towards positive energy behaviour and the
DPEBS in LImerick to ensure social development among a broader public and ensure
long-term sustainability.

The main goal of Task 4.3 was to implement the community–led open innovation approach developed
in WP3, to nurture an ecosystem to influence positive energy behaviour and to deliver a Citizens’
Observatory (D4.8) within the broader +CityxChange open innovation approach (Wyckmans et al.,
2019).

The Task set out to:

● Create an ecosystem with a focus on influencing positive energy behaviour to support Limerick
becoming a Positive energy City.

● Deliver a Citizen Observatory
● Facilitate a calendar of community participation events in the Innovation Playground to include

two City Engage Weeks each year.
● Establish a Positive Energy Champions Network.
● Facilitate education activities for the next generation smart citizen
● Deliver up to three public digital signage devices installed in Limerick using real time data from

T4.1 and T4.6.
● Document activities via a citizen engagement platform.

1.3 Task Variations

1.3.1 Impact of COVID

Covid 19 reached the Republic of Ireland in February 2020. On March 27 2020, the Irish government
imposed a full lock down which included a stay at home order for all citizens, the cancellation of all
public events and gatherings and a travel ban. Citizens were asked to keep apart and cocoon at home
if they were in certain vulnerable groups. The lock down in 2020 was one of the longest and strictest in
Europe. The following two years saw a series of waves of the Covid 19 virus resulting in rolling
lockdowns and restrictions on events. The conditions and rules around lockdowns and in person
meetings changed on each occasion of lock down and were not removed until Spring 2022.

In terms of T4.3 Community-led Open Innovation in the project, initially the lockdown in 2020 was seen
as a short delay to activities. City Engage Week 2 was postponed and the initial expectation was that

D4.8 Limerick Citizen Observatory, v.08 9
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restrictions would be lifted in the summer of 2020 and engagement would continue as normal from
the Autumn. However this was not the case, mandatory restrictions including social distancing, mask
wearing and restrictions on people gathering and on the numbers at public events continued until
February 2022. The uncertainty and changing nature of restrictions made the planning of citizen
engagement very difficult.

The effect of the pandemic restrictions led to all citizen engagement activities in 2020 and 2021 being
held online. The type of engagement that was possible in these circumstances was severely curtailed;
Covid restrictions had to be adhered to in all event planning.
The pandemic had a particularly negative effect on the ability of the project team to carry out
educational or intergenerational engagement activities described as the D3.4 Framework for DPEB
Learning and Education. From the beginning of the pandemic schools were under severe pressure to
move quickly to online educational provision and had little scope to facilitate extra curricular activities.
Equally older adults were identified as being at particular risk from the effects of Covid 19 and active
ageing organisations and other community groups ceased activities quickly. Exclusively online
provision of engagement activities highlighted the digital divide in the city and effectively excluded
certain stakeholders from participating. The impacts of this can be mitigated by the continued
operation of the Citizen Innovation Lab until October 2023, which includes a programme of
engagement events and activities through which these groups can be reached.

There is also evidence that as the pandemic wore on, there was less appetite among citizens to
engage with the project and as online provision continued, an element of ‘zoom fatigue’ and ‘pandemic
fatigue’ was evident. It should be noted that this was true for individual stakeholders and communities.
Task 4.3 Partners moved to a targeted approach to engagement where events were held for particular
DPEB and +CityxChange stakeholder groups alongside more open events. This proved to be a
successful approach, acknowledging the issues concerning the digital divide described in the previous
paragraph. To conclude, pandemic restrictions had a significant and detrimental effect on the
implementation of Task 4.3 Community-Led Open Innovation which were mitigated where feasible by
the +Limerick Team.

1.4 Connection to +CityxChange Frameworks

D3.2: Delivery of the citizen participation playbook.

The Citizen Participation Playbook acts as a guide and catalogue for local authorities on engaging and
enabling local communities’ energy transition to positive energy blocks and eventually positive energy
cities. Meaningful and continuing citizen engagement and participation, and bringing the population
with you in an equitable way, are key elements in the implementation of the +CityxChange
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CommunityxChange suite of frameworks, that reflect the level of behavioural and structural change
required for the transition (Burón & Sánchez, 2020).

The Citizen Participation Playbook is not a mere catalogue of physical and online participatory tools,
but a detailed roadmap of four distinctive citizen participatory processes to co-design PEBs and PED
including phases, steps, stakeholders, outcomes and a catalogue of physical tools and a set of online
tools:

● Process 1: Co-design of urban interventions. A co-creating process in which municipalities
together with citizens, researchers, professionals and private stakeholders can plan and design
physical interventions in cities.

● Process 2: Collaborative Legislation. Collaborative process in which all stakeholders can actively
participate in preparing municipal legislation and action plans.

● Process 3: Participatory budgeting. A citizen participatory process in which the local community
decides how to allocate part of a municipal budget.

● Process 4: Citizens Proposals. Enables direct and bottom-up citizen participation in which any
individual and/or organisation can submit an initiative to municipalities.

The Citizen Participation Playbook is supported by six best practices for effective citizen participation
described below.

Table: 1.1 CityxChange best practice guidance on citizen engagement (Burón & Sánchez, 2020, p. 14)

Best Practices in Citizen Engagement Benefits

1. Define the community. Effective and inclusive community engagement.

2. Clear purpose and front loading. Gain of credibility in the participatory process.
Higher participation rates.

3. Continuous engagement. Continuous communication; community
ownership; capacity building and feedback.

4. Open process, open source, open data. Gain credibility, greater engagement, well-informed
participation.

5. Co-design, co-create and co-produce. Continuous citizen involvement; ensures project
implementation.

6. Privacy by design. Increase citizen privacy & trust in the process.

D4.8 Limerick Citizen Observatory, v.08 11
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D3.3: Framework for Innovation Playgrounds

This deliverable provides a spatial and socio-economic “Framework for Innovation Playgrounds”,
including an overview and practical guidance on putting an Innovation Playground in place. An
Innovation Playground, as defined in +CityxChange, is a designated area of a city where different
physical and virtual places and activities relating to innovation are brought together into a coherent
whole to facilitate collaboration, empower citizens, and find new ways of addressing challenges that
matter to people. The Framework is made up of three parts: a System, a Journey, and a Localised
Innovation Playground (Mee & Crowe, 2020). The deliverable sets out the journey towards an
innovation playground in four stages;

● Observation - gathering data and knowledge a a local level
● Sense making - interpreting and gaining insight from the information gathered.
● Co design - Challenges identified through the sense making process can become the focus

and collaborative design with citizens co creating solutions.
● Prototyping - Testing solutions as small beta projects

D3.4: Framework for DPEB Learning and Education

includes principles and a portfolio of activities to integrate active ageing society programmes with
youth learning programmes. The deliverable builds on the Citizen Participation Playbook and sets out
how Lighthouse and Follower cities can work with educational structures to promote
intergenerational learning activities in their city (Avram, 2020). The portfolio of activities is updated
throughout the project with the learning activities organised in Limerick and Trondheim, as well as in
the FCs, in order to document these activities and inspire other organisers.

D3.5: Framework for a Positive Energy Champion Network

proposes a campaign to initiate a network of people to translate the ideas, plans and innovations
associated with +CityxChange implementation and the clean energy transition into local knowledge and
actions. A Positive Energy Champion Network is a network of individuals who share knowledge about
DPEBs and other positive energy concepts within their networks (Fitzgerald & Mee, 2020). This report
documents Limerick’s implementation of a Positive Energy Champion Campaign and the initiation of a
Positive Energy Champion Network.

D4.8 Limerick Citizen Observatory, v.08 12
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D3.6: Framework for DPEB Innovation Labs

Figure 1.1 DPEB Innovation Lab Concept (Fitzgerald, 2020, p. 6)

The Framework for DPEB Innovation Labs (Fitzgerald et al., 2020) describes a framework for the
implementation of dedicated centres for digital innovation within a city, located physically and
conceptually within the +CityxChange Innovation Playground (Mee & Crowe, 2020; Walsh, 2022) and
focused on the clean energy transition. A DPEB Innovation Lab comprises a programme of activities
and events, and a network of virtual and physical locations connected to a citizen observatory system
where citizens can make observations on local environments using mobile digital devices. The DPEB
Innovation Lab enables new collaborations between government, academia, business, and civil society
to meet the city’s innovation agenda defined through its Bold City Vision process. Its operation
contributes to a positive cycle of collaboration, where citizens’ knowledge of the city becomes citizens’
knowledge for the city supporting and enabling change (Fitzgerald et al., 2020).

D4.7 Bold City Vision

demonstrates how Limerick City and County Council utilised the Bold City Vision (BCV) Framework in
supporting the Limerick Development Plan 2022-2028. It will map and align the processes and
initiatives used in preparing the draft plan that was published in July 2021 against the framework. A key
outcome of this process is the development of a Roadmap for the decarbonisation of Limerick City.

D4.8 Limerick Citizen Observatory, v.08 13
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Figure 1.2 The Bold City Vision process to drive scaling of PEBs to PEDs and PECs (source: D3.1
https://cityxchange.eu/knowledge-base/framework-for-bold-city-vision-guidelines-and-incentive-schemes/)

D4.8 Limerick Citizen Observatory, v.08 14
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2. Implementation and Demonstration

2.1 Citizen Observatory

The Citizen Observatory is a virtual and physical space which facilitates a programme of events and
allows citizens to engage and participate in the +CityxChange project in Limerick and more broadly in
the clean energy and climate transition. The objective of the Citizen Observatory is to provide a space
where this engagement can take place, a space that citizens are free from some of the usual dynamics
of local government where citizens can observe, engage and co-create solutions for the future they
want to live in. The space has a particular focus on empowering citizens to engage with data in a
meaningful way and thereby enabling the development of the next generation smart citizen. Over the
course of the +CityxChange project and through the development and implementation of
CommunityxChange through tasks 4.3/ 4.5/4.2 the observatory concept was further developed by the
+CityxChange team and led to the delivery of the Citizen Innovation Lab. The Citizen Innovation Lab,
now located in Sarsfield Street in Limerick, houses three distinct but complementary spaces – the
Citizens’ Observatory, Fab Lab Limerick and the Engagement Hub – which work together through a
collaborative management structure, a digital platform and programme of activities to initiate and to
grow a clean energy innovation ecosystem in Limerick, that places collaboration and citizen
participation at its core.

The development of the Citizens’ Observatory physical and digital space was seen as crucial within the
project to enable communities to develop ownership, understanding and awareness of how they could
play an active role in leading the transformation towards Positive Energy Districts and Cities. The
delivery of the space is of significant importance in fostering the participatory model of citizen
engagement and innovation proposed in the project and in creating an ecosystem built on citizen
collaboration. Concurrently creating a feedback loop with the Bold City Vision, the Citizen Participation
Playbook, and the Solutions Catalogue being produced as deliverables in the +CityxChange Project.
The Citizen’s Observatory also gave a profile to the +CityxChange project in the city, with a shop front
identifying the space and the +CityxChange brand.

Through the Citizens’ Observatory, citizens are able to access digital tools such as the Limerick Energy
Model, the Community Mapping Tool for geolocating crowdsourced information and community
audits. The Citizen Innovation Lab digital platform – https://citizeninnovationlab.ie/ – contains general
information about events and open calls that enable citizens to offer proposals and to co-create
solutions together with the local authority, the academic partners and the energy solution providers
that contribute to the +Limerick project. The platform contains a repository of citizens’ stories of
interactions with the Lab, an aspect described in more detail in D4.10 (Walsh et al., 2022).

D4.8 Limerick Citizen Observatory, v.08 15
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The Citizen’s observatory also has a focus on the rejuvenation and regeneration of Limerick’s Georgian
Innovation District, making the City Centre a more attractive and vibrant place for people to live, work,
invest and visit.

2.1.1 Citizen Observatory Phase One

Planning on the delivery of the Citizen’s Observatory commenced in earnest in spring 2019. The
CxC project team initially envisaged that the Citizen’s Observatory physical space would be located
in the Council owned Engine building in Cecil Street in Limerick, which also housed the Urban
Innovation department offices and Innovate Limerick. However following a process of consultation
and exploratory planning, the decision was taken to co-locate the Observatory with Fab Lab
Limerick at Rutland Street in the city centre on a temporary basis.

Planning of the internal space was done collaboratively at +CityxChange project meetings and at
WP 3 coordination meetings held monthly with the project delivery team led by LCCC. Partners
were given the opportunity to input into the detailed design of the space and provide feedback on
what would be included.

Figure 4 and 5 Illustrate the detailed design conversations that took place between LCCC, project
partners and the design team on the planning, design and fit out of the space .

Figure 2.1 Sketch of Ground Floor to open discussion and demonstrate possible layout solutions.
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Figure 2.2 Drawing of exhibition for Citizen Observatory.

The team also worked on the development of an exhibition which would introduce the
+Cityxchange project tasks and explain the concepts of a positive energy city, the DPEB and
describe the transition to a positive energy city. The team worked in collaboration to develop the
physical space, the layout, and the exhibition.
Georgian Innovation District exhibition to be located at the entrance gathering space. In this
space, the +Limerick/+CxC Project is showcased. This space will be visible from the street- have a
welcoming shopfront and be open door and accessible to citizens at their leisure. In this permanent
exhibition space the design and operation of DPEBs will be explained, visualised and analysed for easy
understanding. A display will inform and advertise the calendar of events and activities taking place.

Rotating exhibition space focused on various aspects of Refurbishment of heritage buildings. A
curated, rotating exhibition providing practical advice and demonstration on how to achieve best
Enerphit/NZEB and Conservation standards, access to information on Grants and Incentive schemes,
how to access government grants for the installation of heat pumps, smart metres, renewables.
Showcasing new innovative ideas for how to reduce energy consumption or increase the use of
renewable energy sources.

Project partners worked with students from the Ul School of architecture to construct building models
and 3D AutoCad drawings of Georgian buildings in the DPEB to demonstrate a working
model/prototype and to be used in citizen engagement in conjunction with the £D physical model of
the city.
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Figure 2.3 Models of Georgian Limerick for the Citizen Observatory exhibition

Library space containing information on the citizen solutions/urban prototypes being developed in
the CityEngage weeks and implemented in the Innovation Playground. A space people can access the
developing solutions catalogue and leave suggestions/ sign up to become part of the Positive energy
champions network.

Engagement/Training/presentation space. to accommodate public consultation, participation,
engagement and. this can include the training requirement for community engagement under
Regeneration in developing digital skills competence.

3D Model - Physical. Limerick City model ( Figure 3) is a scaled architectural model, created by the
FabLab and consists of the rigorous gridded pattern of Georgian Limerick. Using this in the Citizens
Observatory allows for real engagement and discussion.The model was produced using digital
fabrication technologies @ Fab Lab Limerick. Each block of buildings is carefully surveyed and 3D
printed to show details of windows, doors and roof structures. The base of the model is CNC routed to
give an accurate replica of the existing terrain. The model is an active model and can be used as a tool
for the rejuvenation of the city /development of of the city’
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Figure 2.4 3D model of Limerick fabricated in FABLAB Limerick

The Citizen’s Observatory was launched as part of CityEngage Week 1 – Laneways in September
2019. Nine events were hosted there over five days, including a wrap up ‘best bits’ event which
coincided with Ireland’s Culture night. This national celebration of culture and the arts sector sees
crowds enter the city for a variety of pop up short events. Culture Night saw hundreds of people
explore the Observatory exhibition, and view footage of the engagements event that had been
held over the course of the CE Week.
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Figure 2.5 Exteriors and Interiors, Citizen Observatory (temporary), Rutland Street, Limerick.

The Citizen Observatory in Rutland Street was always intended to be a temporary space that would be
relocated during the course of the project. The building which housed the Observatory and Fab Lab
formed part of the ‘Opera Development’ , a large area of urban regeneration in the city. The project
team spent some time scoping new sites for the physical Observatory space, including an old tourist
office in Arthur's Quay Park. However, the purchase by the University of Limerick of a large vacant site
provided an opportunity to reestablish the Citizen Observatory co-located with FAB LAB Limerick on a
high profile city centre site.

2.1.2 Citizen Observatory - Phase Two - Citizen Innovation Lab

D3.6: Framework for DPEB Innovation Labs provides a step by step guide to initiate and implement a
DPEB Innovation Lab in a city. (Fitzgerald et al., 2020). The concept of a city as Living Lab is explored in
+CityxChange Deliverable D3.3: Framework for Innovation Playgrounds (Crowe & Mee, 2020, pp.
11-13) which adopted the approach as +CityxChange Innovation Playgrounds focussed on the
co-creation and replication of DPEBs and PEDs. Based on these frameworks the project team worked
to build on the first iteration of the Citizen’s Observatory the physical space and programme of
engagement, incorporating the digital innovation elements outlined in both D3.3: Framework for an
Innovation Playground and D3.6 Framework for DPEB Innovation Labs to deliver a physical and digital
innovation space which would provide a space to foster an open innovation ecosystem in the city. The
space would be developed based on the principles set out in D3.6, including implementing a
collaborative governance structure to orchestrate the Citizen Innovation Lab and Innovation
Playground through +Cityxchange implementation.

Principles of open innovation – perhaps more meaningfully described as characteristics of open
innovation – informed Citizen Innovation Lab implementation. These included Shared Vision and
Shared Value; Quadruple Helix Innovation; Innovation Ecosystem Orchestration and Management;
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Engagement Platforms for Innovation and Co-creation; User Involvement, User Centricity and User
Experience; Openness to Innovation; Focus on Adoption; Innovation Playground Journeys;
Sustainability; Simultaneous Technical and Societal Innovation; Full-Spectrum Innovation; Social
Innovation; Intersectional Innovation; Business Model Innovation; Network Effects; Innovation as a
Process or Capability; Scalability; and Intellectual and Structural Capital (Fitzgerald, et al., 2020, p. 37
quoting Curley & Salmelin, 2013, p. 9). A useful exercise for the Citizen Innovation Lab as it moves
beyond governance through the +CityxChange collaboration would be to review these characteristics
and principles to localise them further and to publish them on the Citizen Innovation Lab Platform
(Fitzgerald, et al., 2020, p. 41).

Following a negotiation between UL and LCCC it was agreed that a portion at the front of the site in
Sarsfield Street in the centre of Limerick City, which was the original shopfront of a supermarket would
be refurbished and repurposed to house the Citizen Innovation Lab. The Lab would be a meanwhile
use while the overall site is developed in a longer term project to deliver UL’s new City campus.
Detailed planning for the space began in early 2021. The property had been vacant for circa fifteen
years and required significant works. LCCC provided a planning exemption for a change of use and the
Citizen Innovation Lab installation while UL would appoint a design team and manage the project.

Figure 2.6: Sarsfield Street pre-construction Interiors
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Legend: 1 & 5 Entrance, Command Areas, Kitchen. 2 Engagement Hub. 3 Citizen Observatory. 4 Fab Lab Limerick

Figure 2.7 Detailed layout of the new Lab divided into three distinct spaces.

Engagement Hub
The Engagement Hub located in the centre of the Citizen Innovation Lab space links the Fab Lab and
Citizen Observatory and can host 30-40 people at a time. It was delivered as part of the LAB to provide
a space for community engagement, community meetings, and public consultation events, for
co-design activities, and for training and learning events. This space will be available to be booked by
the public and community organisations for activities which align with the Innovation Agenda of the
Citizen Innovation Lab – Limerick’s clean energy and climate-neutral transition.

Citizen Observatory
The Citizens’ Observatory Space continues to be a space where citizens can engage with the data and
visualisation digital tools developed as part of the +Cityxchange project. Four interactive screens were
installed in the space as part of the project. Citizens can interact with the Limerick Energy Model, the
public interface of the Decision Support Tool (Kerrigan et al., 2020) and DPEB building owners can
interact with real-time data from T4.1 and T4.6 in the project . These screens were funded through a
change to one of the objectives of T4.3, the delivery of up to three public digital signage devices
installed in Limerick using real time data from T4.1 and T4.6. However, in 2021 following consultation
with LCCC’s Design and Delivery unit the project team became aware that advertising screens were
already ear-marked for the main street in the city centre. In the interests of reducing street furniture it
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was recommended that LCCC not pursue outside display screens and instead focus on cloud storage
of data from T4.1 and T4.6 as there was no facility for this beyond the end of the project. The
Observatory also houses the 3d fabricated model of the innovation playground.

Figure 2.8 People using a Citizens’ Observatory interactive screen to interact with the Limerick Energy Model with the 3D-printed

city model in the foreground.

Fab Lab
Fab Lab Limerick is a digital fabrication laboratory that seeks to bridge the gap between technology
and creativity. It provides an open learning and supported environment and the space, expertise and
equipment for those interested in experimentation, small scale design and prototyping.

These three distinct spaces located in the Innovation Playground work in coordination through a
collaborative governance structure to provide a centre for digital innovation in the city as described in
D3.5 Framework for DPEB Innovation Lab.

Contractors were appointed by UL in June 2021 and commenced clearing the site and demolishing
sections at the front of the building in July 2021. The building programme was due to be completed in
October 2021, however due to some supply change blockages in sourcing materials as a result of
Brexit, completion was delayed until Jan 2022.
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Figure 2.9 Construction Phase of the Citizen Innovation Lab

Figure 2.10: A disability access ramp was required.
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Figure 2.11 Finished CIL Exterior with disability access and bicycle storage

A visual identity for the Citizen Innovation Lab was
developed by Collaborativa through Task 4.5 in
collaboration with T4.5 and T4. 3 partners.

The Citizen Innovation Lab was completed in late February 2021 and the first +CityxChange in person
event held was a workshop on the development of a Sustainable Energy Community linked to the
deployment of the River Turbine in Task 4.6 on Thursday 3rd March 2021.

Figure2.12 : Citizen Observatory Space, Limerick model and display screens.
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One of the legacy projects of +CityxChange is Limerick’ s award under the national Creative Climate
Action Fund; the CIL was used for the first community engagement sessions on Decarbonising
Together on Tuesday March 8th 2021. This project will see Limerick communities coming together to
explore an aspect of Decarbonisation that is meaningful to them with a creative partner.

Figure 2.13 Community Engagement Decarbonising Together Tuesday March 8th 2022

2.2 City Engage Weeks in Limerick

City Engage Weeks give communities the opportunity to engage with the development of DPEBs and
also foster a sense of ownership, understanding and awareness of the energy transition. Events allow
for citizens to actively engage with the project and to start a conversation on how they can become
involved. This is of significant importance in a participatory model of engagement creating a framework
built on collaboration, and furthermore can assist with promotion of the suite of exercises to be held
in the Citizen Innovation Lab. Concurrently creating a feedback loop are the Bold City Vision, the
Citizen Participation Playbook, and the Solutions Catalogue produced as deliverables in the
+CityxChange Project.
Five City Engage weeks have been held in Limerick since the commencement of the project. The theme
and events for each CE Week were developed collaboratively by the CxC team. A schedule of
Coordination meetings held between task T4.2/ T5.4 / T4,3 partners facilitated the planning of the
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engagement weeks and events. Partners were asked to develop a City Engage Week event based on
the best practice outlined in Citizen Participation Playbook and that addressed specific KPIs in the
project. Activities focused on positive energy behaviour, energy transition, the establishment of a PEB
and DPEB, creation of a Bold City Vision, the launch of the River Turbine, the development of
Sustainable Energy Communities, the revitalisation of Limerick’s Georgian Neighbourhood and the
recruitment and training of Positive Energy Champions. City Engage Weeks, 2, 3,and 4 were for the
most part held online recordings of the majority of events can be viewed at
https://www.limerick.ie/cityxchange/city-engage

2.2.1 City Engage Week 1 - Limerick Laneways

In 2019, eight events were hosted in the newly opened Citizens Observatory on Rutland Street and
included: community mapping of the laneways of the city centre; a sensor making workshop; fire safety
in historic buildings and a creative play workshop aimed at children. The week culminated in the
hosting of a night of fun activities around the idea of creating a positive energy city to coincide with
Culture Night. In excess of 900 people attended the events over the week making it the most
successful engagement week to date.

City Engage Week 1 - Limerick Laneways

16th - 22nd September, 2019

Events 9

Citizen Observatory, Rutland Street

KPIs addressed

29,32,28

Date Event Title Partners Attendance

16/09/2019 Community Mapping Laneways SE /LCCC 35

17/09/2019 Community Review - Sharing Laneways SE/LCCC 8

18/09/2019 Innovation Solutions to Fire Safety problems in
Historic Buildings

LCCC 7

19/09/2019 Citizen Sensing Lab COL 21
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20/09/2019 Exploring Georgian Limerick UL 8

Co Design Workshop UL 13

City Engage Student Perspective UL 3

‘The Best Bits’ Limerick Culture Night LCCC/ SE/ COL/ UL 871

21/09/2019 Creative Play Imagining a Future Limerick UL/ LCCC 8

Figure 2.14 City Engage week Citizen Sensing, Co Design, Gamification Events
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Figure 2.15 Participatory mapping, Limerick, Sept 2019, View of Lane (L) and ‘Live’ map locating participants (R)

2.2.2 City Engage Week 2 - Local Renewable Energy

City Engage Week 2 - Local Renewable Energy

14th - 18th September, 2020

Events 9

All Events Online

KPIs addressed

Date Event Title Partners Attendance

14/09/20 Mapping Solar Potential in the Georgian
Neighbourhood

IES/ LCCC 21

14/09/20 Local Renewable Energy in the Georgian
Neighbourhood

IES/ LCCC 21

15/09/20 Community Auditing of buildings & local Mpower 20
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renewables in the Georgian Neighbourhood

15/09/20 Limerick City ”the local Energy Hub”: local Energy
Sharing

Mpower 19

16/09/20 The Limerick We Want to live in UL/ LCCC 26

16/0920 River Energy Potential LImerick Gkinetic/ LCCC 32

17/09/20 Developing a Bold City Vision LCCC 20

17/09/20 Storytelling - Energy Communities in Limerick’s
Georgian Neighbourhood

UL/LCCC 15

18/09/20 Citizen Energy Monitoring Lab COL/ LCCC 21

Due to Covid restriction which came into force from March 2020, City Engage Week 2 was postponed
from April 2020 and eventually held as an online programme in September 200. +CityXChange
partners hosted a full engagement week of nine online webinars and workshops on the theme of
renewable energy. Appendix B

The target for this engagement week was owners and occupiers of buildings in the Georgian
neighbourhood of Limerick but also professionals and those with an interest in sustainable
development. One hundred and ninety five citizens attended and participated in events throughout
the week, taking the opportunity to learn about the +CityxChange project and share their vision for a
low carbon future for Limerick. Attendees got the opportunity to explore the potential and the
challenges of installing renewables and creating positive energy districts in Limerick’s Georgian
Quarter.

Feedback from the project partners and attendees overall was very positive, the week raised
awareness of the project and generated much interest on social media. Particular highlights included
mapping and auditing events hosted by Space Engagers that demonstrated the IES digital model of
buildings in Limerick’s Georgian District. Property owners and occupiers in the demonstration area
were able to interact with the digital visualisation of the district. An event, hosted by Gkinetic and the
ESB on the proposed tidal river turbine for the river Shannon, generated huge interest and was very
well attended.
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Collaborativa hosted an online ‘Do it Together’ workshop in which attendees got the opportunity to
build their own home energy monitor. Limerick City and County Council hosted an event on creating a
Bold City Vision for Limerick. The session introduced the UN Sustainable Development goals to
participants and challenged them to use the SDGs as a framework for their vision of a sustainable
Limerick.

One of the important outcomes of the week was in establishing contact with a key group of citizens
who connected with the project and were identified as potential Energy Champions in Limerick. In
addition the contributions of participants signposted the direction of further engagement, highlighting
basic project concepts where further engagement is required for example around energy
communities and prosumers. The week emphasised the need for a simple and understandable
roadmap for property owners as to how they can engage with the project and navigate the financial,
regulatory and legal challenges involved.

Considering the COVID situation in Ireland and all over Europe in September 2020 it was clear to the
project team that citizen engagement would continue online in the medium term. Given this reality
some valuable lessons were learned from the week for hosts and organisers. The online nature City
Engage week led to the generation of some valuable video content that was shared on social media
and was used as part of ongoing engagement processes, located in the Citizen’s Observatory Virtual
Platform. Feedback from project partners indicated that by the end of the week there was an element
of ‘Zoom fatigue’ . In comparison to in person live events where a programme would build to a finale
event with a party atmosphere, it was felt that enthusiasm of participants for online content began to
ebb towards the end of the week. The suggestion to combat this effect for future City engage Weeks
was to reduce the number of events and possibly combine events.

Overall City Engage week 2 added to LCCC’s and partners' understanding of the requirements of the
implementation phase of the project. It boosted awareness, participation and relationships with key
communities of interest and enhanced the skills of partners in terms of planning meaningful and
interesting online content for project stakeholders.

2.2.3 City Engage Week 3 - Take Control of Your Energy

+CityxChange, City Engage Week 3 took place in the week of 26 April 2021 with the theme of Take
Control of your energy which aligned with the recently launched Open Innovation Call two theme. The
week followed the successful recruitment of twenty positive energy Champions and included targeted
events for the Champions on campaign themes such as Low carbon transport and Empowering
Communities. This week also focused on empowering communities around energy in the context of
ongoing challenges for organisations related to Covid 9 and also on practical advice from SEAI and An
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Post on measures property owners and business can take to improve energy efficiency and move
towards the installation of renewables

Nine citizen participation workshops and webinars took place during the week focused on how
communities, business and individuals can become part of Limerick’s clean energy transition. In
compliance with the Covid guidelines in place in Ireland at the time all events took place online.
Highlights included an interview with Finbarr Power, An Post Energy Manager, discussing An Post’s
transition to now being a world leader in delivering meaningful organisation wide climate action.
Six Limerick community leaders shared the experience of how their groups have survived and thrived
over the course of the pandemic, and examined how their experiences could translate in the
formation of an Energy Community in Limerick. Sustainable Energy Authority of Ireland (SEAI) hosted
an event for property owners in the demonstration area on energy retrofitting supports and
Sustainable Energy Communities. GKinetic presented an update to River stakeholders on the

installation of a Shannon River Turbine.

City Engage Week 3 - Take Control of Your Energy

26th April - 30th April, 2021

Events 8

All Events Online

KPIs addressed 29,31,32

Date Event Partners Attendance

26.04.2021 Decarbonising Business - An Post Story LCCC/ UL 26

26.04.2021
Prosumer Potential -Positive Energy
Champions

LCCC/ Gkinetic/
UL/SmartMPower 26

27.0.2021
SEAI - Webinar, SEAI supports & sustainable
energy Communities LCCC & SEAI 28

27.0.2021 Understanding Energy - Retrofit and Invest LCCC/ IES/ OV 12

27.0.2021 Gkinetic - Update on River Turbine LCCC/Gkinetic 23

28.04.2021 Empowering Communities CE Week
LCCC/ Space
Engagers 36
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29.04.2021
Empowered Communities -Positive Energy
Champions

LCCC/ Space
Engagers/ COL 21

30.04.2021
Low Carbon Transport - Positive Energy
Champions

LCCC/ ESB
Networks/ GoCar 16

2.2.4 City Engage Week 4 - A Sustainable Energy Future for Limerick

City Engage week 4 was originally scheduled to take place in September 2021, however following in
depth discussion between WP4 partners and in consideration of Covid restrictions at the time the
decision was taken to postpone and to coincide CE Week 4 with the opening of the new Citizen
Innovation Lab which was proposed for early November 2021. As the autumn of 2021 wore on it was
clear that supply chain issues would delay the opening of the CIL but in addition another wave of
COVID 19 took hold and additional restrictions were put in place.

City Engage Week 4 would be held fully online in early February 2022. Events targeted at key
stakeholders were developed to advance project objectives. A leading Irish conservation specialist
hosted an event targeted at architects and other professionals working on Georgian buildings. In this
event he examined the challenges in deep retrofit and energy efficiency measures in heritage
buildings.

An event aimed at LCCC staff showcased how the IES Limerick energy model could be used by the
local authority in a holistic way to track decarbonisation to 2050.

City Engage Week 4 - A Sustainable Energy Future for Limerick

31st January - 3rd February, 2022

Events 4

All Events Online

KPIs addressed

Date Event Partners Attendance

12.01.2022
Decarbonising Together, Information
Session LCCC & UL 22

01.02.2022
Retrofit of Traditional Georgian
Buildings in Limerick LCCC & Peter Cox 62
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01.02.2022
Sustainable Energy Future - Limerick’s
Georgian Neighbourhood LCCC/IES & MPower 25

03.02.2022
Planning Decarbonisation with
Limericks Energy Model LCCC & IES 8

03.02.2022
A Sustainable Energy Community,
Limerick’s New River Turbine GKinetic, SE, LCCC & UL 28

2.2.5 City Engage Week 5 - What Can the Citizen Innovation Lab Do?

Following the opening of the Citizen innovation Lab in February 2022, the objective of CE Week 5 was
to showcase the CIL space and the work done to date in CxC. A variety of stakeholders in the city and
the public were invited to explore the three spaces within the Lab – the Citizens’ Observatory, Fab Lab
Limerick and theEngagement Hub – and to try out the digital tools developed through the project.

Two events focused on the formation of Sustainable Energy Communities in the city. These in person
workshops allowed communities to explore and understand the potential of forming an energy
community and the detail of what is involved. Ireland’s first Climate Fresk card game also took place
during the week. This innovative game developed in France allows players to understand the essential
issues of climate change in order to take action.

The +CityxChange project’s third Open Innovation Call for ideas on Social Innovation and Energy
Collaboration was launched during CE Week 5. Open Innovation Calls create an opportunity to test out
new ideas, prototypes, and services. This Call seeks ideas that can help communities work together to
reduce the amount of energy used, by promoting collaborative approaches to energy retrofits or grant
schemes; increasing the renewable energy generated by residents, businesses, and others in the city
or through working together on the development of local renewable energy projects.

Several of the events developed by the CxC team for City Engage Week 5, such as the Citizen
Innovation Lab Tour, Climate Fresk and SEC workshop will be replicated on an ongoing basis as part of
the citizen engagement programme of the LAB.
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Figure 2.16 CityEngage Week 5, What Can the Citizen Innovation Lab Do?

City Engage Week 5 - The Citizen Innovation Lab ,
Enabling Climate Action and the Clean Energy Transition

26th April - 30th April, 2022

Events 7

All Events Online

KPIs addressed 29,31,32

Date Event Partners Attendance

26, 27 &
28.04.2022 What Can a Citizen Innovation Lab do?

LCCC/UL/ IES &
SpaceEngagers 14

26.04.2022 FabLab Open Day UL 5

27.04.2022 Start a Sustainable Energy Community LCCC/SE/GKinetic 6

28.04.2022 Climate Fresk UL & LCCC 8

28.04.2022 EnerXchange MPower & LCCC 2

29.04.2022

Open Innovation Call - Social Innovation
and Energy Collaboration Information
Session LCCC & UL 1

30.04.2022 Greening the Grid LCCC, & SpaceEngagers 6
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2.3 Positive Energy Champion Campaign

D3.5: Framework for a Positive Energy Champion Network describes in detail how cities can recruit and
mobilise and support Positive Energy Champions to learn positive energy concepts and take positive
energy actions over an agreed timeframe. The key element of the campaign would be the centrality of
citizens as developed in D3.6 as co-creators and co-innovators supported by the quadruple helix of
stakeholders; where citizens can test solutions and prototype products in real life situations. Through
the campaign, champions learn about the work of the +CityxChange project, adopt positive energy
behaviours, share their ideas and knowledge of the clean energy transition with their communities and
translate them into local actions. The objectives of the PEC Campaign are to;

● support the creation of Distributed Positive Energy Blocks (DPEBs) and Positive Energy Districts
(PEDs) as part of a city’s clean energy transition.

● Raise awareness of Positive Energy Concepts amongst citizens and communities.

● Build capacity for Positive Energy Actions amongst citizens and communities to support the
adoption of clean energy innovation.

The Framework for a Positive Energy Champion Network contains the resources including a step by
step guide, glossary and workshop resources to support cities to successfully launch and run the
campaign broken down into five stages.

Figure 2.17 (Stages of PEC Campaign D3.5 Fitzgerald 2020)
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The KPI addressed by the implementation of the Positive Energy Champions Campaign in Limerick is
KPI 31, #Positive Energy Champions Trained. Key dates in the delivery of the Positive energy
Champions Campaign are list in Annex 4

2.3.1 Implementation in Limerick

Stage 1 Initiation
The Limerick City and County Council + Cityxchange team commenced implementation of the
campaign by appointing a coordinator in early 2021. The Coordinator was responsible for the overall
management of the campaign and was the main point of contact for the Champions, a liaison to
project partners and the wider local authority. The Coordinator was also responsible for gathering and
curating the Champions experiences and sharing their stories through the city’s communication
channels.

Stage 2 Mobilisation
The focus, structure, duration and scope of the campaign was worked through at +Limerick
coordination meetings of project partners in 2020 which included a Campaign Focus Workshop in April
2020. The workshop, facilitated by the UL project lead, included WP3 partners, campaign coordinator
and the +Cityxchange Limerick team; the output of the meeting is outlined in D3.56. The objective of
this workshop was to identify the preferred scope of the campaign in Limerick and what positive
energy concepts and actions would be the focus of the campaign.
Application content and selection criteria for the Champions were agreed between partners as well as
project milestones. It was agreed that the Champions would be recruited using Limerick City and
County Council’s online engagement platform Mypoint.

Stage 3 Starting the Campaign
The recruitment campaign for Positive energy Champions in Limerick went live on MyPoint on March
15th 2021( Annex 7). Limerick sought to recruit twenty citizens, organisations or businesses to commit
to take positive energy actions over twenty weeks. The aim of the recruitment campaign was to identify
champions who would embed positive energy action into their day today lives but also who were
influencers in their own communities and could share their experiences and learnings with their
networks. Applicants were asked to provide details of their communities, their areas of interest and to
describe their relationship to the Georgian Neighbourhood (demonstration area), owners, occupier,
organisation or other. The recruitment campaign was promoted in the local press, LCCC
communication channels and social media particularly on @smartlimerick.

6 https://cityxchange.eu/knowledge-base/d3-5-framework-for-a-positive-energy-champion-network/
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Twenty three applications were received and following a selection process twenty champions were
identified to take part in the campaign.

Due to Covid restrictions in 2021 all engagement activities with the champions including PEC training
had to be carried out online. The initial Champions meet up and training session took place on April
20th 2021 bringing together volunteers and project partners for the first time. During this training the
Champions were introduced to the +Cityxchange project, climate and energy concepts and shown the
PEC campaign journey map and what supports they would receive through the +Ciytxchane project.
UL project lead Helena Fitzgerald outlined to attendees how they could become co-innovators in the
+CityxChange project by taking positive energy actions over the course of the campaign and
prototyping solutions in their communities in real time.

Types of Positive Energy Champions Actions

Be the Change Build capacity for
Change

Prototype the
change

Amplify the change

Positive Energy Journey

Figure 2.18 Positive Energy Champion Journey, PEC training Module April 2021

During the training, Champions were asked to select a campaign theme in line with their interest and
experience from the following three;
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● Low carbon transport
● Empowering Communities - Community exchange
● Understanding energy, retrofit and invest

An additional training event focussed on Prosumer Potential, and all Champions with buildings in the
Georgian Neighbourhood, who were potential prosumers within the project, were asked to complete a
Georgian Neighbourhood survey. This would enable Mpower to assess their property with the option
that this prosumer process could become part of their overall campaign. In depth training on each
theme was held online for each thematic group during City Engage Week 3. These sessions included
more detailed presentations from a variety of DPEB partners on the work being carried out within the
CxC project. These sessions also gave the Champions the opportunity to feedback on the content
delivered to date and discuss possible avenues for collaboration. Topics included details of project
tasks such as the development of the Bold City Vision, implementation of the Innovation Playground,
e-mobility ,energy trading and others. Champions were offered support within their chosen theme, for
example the use of the Decision Support Tool to understand energy use supported by IES or
community mapping supported by SE or a trial of car sharing through Go Car.

At this point Champions were asked to consider how what they had learned in their PEC training could
be developed into actions in their lives, businesses and organisations. Each champion was
provided with a mentoring session with the project coordinator and UL project lead to enable them to
develop Step by Step plans for their campaign.

The twenty Positive Energy Champions were launched online to the public on the +CityxChange
webpage and social media in May 2021. Six videos were created of Champions to highlight the
different aspects and themes https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCrjHhS0UvgJmhyan1zihMgA
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Figure 2.19 : @smartlimerick Twitter was used to amplify the PEC stories

Over the course of the Positive Energy Champions Campaign volunteers were assisted by project
partners in accordance with their chosen theme and Step-by-Step plan. There was regular contact
between the Champions, the project Coordinator and partners to ensure that the Champions had the
support required to continue in their campaign. An important tool to enable the team in collecting
feedback, tracking the Champions progress and catching problems early was the PEC Diary.
Champions were asked to complete the diary on a monthly basis using the Council’s engagement
platform MyPoint. The diary was used to record details of progress each month, reflections on
activities, experiences and learnings and any help the Champions required from the team.
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Figure 2.20 Step by Step Plan, Positive Energy Champion 16, Limerick Art gallery

Stage 4 During the Campaign
Through the course of the campaign +Limerick WP 4 partners worked closely with the Positive Energy
Champions mentoring them through aspects of their campaigns with the support of the Project
Coordinator, UL lead and LCCC team. The digital tools and partner expertise available through the
project proved invaluable to the Champions in completing meaningful campaigns that gained
momentum in their communities. The Positive Energy Champions Coordinator met weekly with her
LCCC staff and the UL lead to coordinate the campaign and track the activity of the group. Champions
amplified their work on social media using the hashtag #positivenergy and #bethechange and several
held mapping events or made connections with local representatives of community groups. All the
Positive Energy Champion Stories can be viewed on the Citizen Innovation Lab digital portal
https://citizeninnovationlab.ie and at limerick.ie/cityxchange.

Stage 5 Completion
The final stage of the campaign involved collecting and curating the champions stories. This involved
working with them until they were happy with the content and images that would be used on the
+CityxChange webpages and Citizen Innovation Lab platform. A ‘Celebrate the Champions event’ which
would bring the group together to showcase and celebrate their achievements had been part of the
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original project plan. However due to Covid restrictions, a public open event was not possible. The
Positive Energy Champions finally met in person during City Engage Week 4, in April 2022.

2.3.2 Positive Energy Champion Highlights

Una Breathnach
Campaign Theme - Empowering Communities.
Mentoring and Support - SE, UL, LCCC.

‘The aim of my Positive Energy Champions campaign was to empower the people of Limerick to adopt
cycling as a low-carbon mode of transport and to encourage people to cycle as a form of active travel. I
had so many ideas about what I wanted to do as a Positive Energy Champion that I found it hard to
narrow down the scope of my project. By working with the +CityxChange Team, I was able to identify
something meaningful to do. I asked people to help describe what a future bike share scheme might
look like in Limerick. Using the +CityxChange Community Mapping Tool they could pinpoint areas on a
map of Limerick city where they thought a bikeshare station should be positioned. We were able to
crowdsource a map describing a future bike share scheme that truly serves the public need. I was
delighted when this data was requested by someone working in Limerick City and County Council to
inform how the new bikeshare scheme could operate!’

Figure 2.21 PEC Una Breathnach meets Limerick Mayor Daniel Butler to discuss her campaign and utilised the CxC mapping tool
to crowdsource data for her project.

David O’ Connor, Facilities Manager LCCC
Campaign Theme: Understanding Energy, Retrofit and Investment
Mentoring and Support: IES, UL, LCCC

I met with IES to review the analysis they have done using the Limerick Energy Model with regards to
modelling energy usage and building efficiency in LCCC Headquarter building. The project we settled
on involves replacing approximately 650 x T8 fluorescent light fittings with LED fittings throughout
City Hall. We estimate we can offset more than 30 tonnes of carbon emissions and save over €10,000 in
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ongoing maintenance costs and replacement parts if we proceed with the project.We're currently in the
early planning stages of the project and have pulled together high level costs to deliver the project and
have also identified the payback period. There is significant potential in this project!

Figure 3.22. David O’Connor worked with IES on the Limerick Energy model. The campaign has enabled him to make evidence
based decisions around energy interventions for his building.

Anne Cronin, Limerick Cycle Bus
Campaign Theme : Low Carbon Transport.
Mentoring and Support: SE, UL, LCCC

As a Positive Energy Champion, I linked in with 6 primary schools in the city and asked families to plot
the hazards and safety measures that they encountered on their journey to school - either walking or
cycling. I used the +CityxChange Community Mapping Tool, a mobile phone app you can use to
crowdsource responses to questions posed where you can position your responses on a map. I invited
the schools and members of the public to use the +CityxChange Community Mapping Tool over two
weeks in July. The crowdsourced mapping exercise was aimed both at families that use active travel to
get to school, and families that don't because of the hazards this presents. The overall ambition is that
the analysis of the submissions will inform a wider submission to the National Transport Authority
(NTA) on the newest version of the Limerick Transport Strategy (LSMATS) released to the public early
in 2022 - on behalf of children and families in Limerick.
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Figure 3.23. Anne Cronin and Limerick Cycle Bus, which brings children to school by bike. Anne used the mapping tool to highlight
hazards and safety measures for safe cycling and walking for school children.

Aoife McKeon,
Campaign Theme : Empowering Communities
Mentoring and Support: SE, UL, LCCC

Figure 3.24 Aoife Mckeon and her Kings Island energy Map.

As a part of the Empowering Communities strand, I worked with the +CityxChange team to develop a
mapping project in the location of King's Island using +CityxChange Crowd-sourced Mapping Tool. 
This involved having a mapping event. I gathered interested parties through college contacts and
through the Abbey River Coffee, my family's business, located on the Island, which I manage the social
media for.

My Positive Energy Champion project was called King's Island Energy and used a crowd-sourced
mapping tool to gather info on the community's thoughts on renewable energy potential in the area.
The theme was Empowering Communities and the aim was to gather interested parties to potentially
form a Sustainable Energy Community.

The input from Space Engagers and the +CityxChange team in Limerick was great, we worked together
to make the project visual and engaging. Using the King's Island Energy mapping tool we got 50 entries
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for different types of energy in different locations throughout the island. It was interesting to see the
potential that's there.

2.3.3 Lessons Learned of PEC Campaign

The duration of the PEC campaign was originally planned as a 20 week project involving 20 participants
however that period more than doubled as the campaign continued through Autumn 2021and into
2022. By the end of the campaign thirteen volunteers had successfully worked through the process
and were still actively engaged with the team.

Covid 19 restrictions had a considerable effect on the Positive Energy Champion Campaign. The
ongoing restrictions meant that recruitment, training and the individual PEC campaigns had to take
place online. The online nature of implementation made it more difficult for the champions to develop
relationships with the project team, network with each other,or to hold community events. For
example a weekly in person ‘drop in’ session would have been invaluable to develop those
relationships and meet the champions in an informal setting. Restrictions made it challenging to share
their journeys and their stories in particular with stakeholders who are digitally excluded. Covid 19 was
a factor in this extended schedule in particular with regard to the regular rule changes around public
in person meetings, however there are several other elements that can be used as learning for
replication.

This was a significant underestimate of the time and resources required to bring 20 citizens through
the PEC process given the complexity of the campaign, the themes explored and the ‘ask’ of the
champions. This was compounded with a scheduling clash with Open Innovation Call 2 which relied on
the same administration and management and mentoring resources. The PEC campaign was run
across three themes;

● Low Carbon Transport
● Empowering Communities
● Understanding Energy Retrofit and Invest

These themes provided the champions individual scope to explore their area of interest. However it
added to the complexity of managing and promoting the campaign, coordinating the project partners
and distanced the groups who were separated by theme. For future similar campaigns a reduced
number of Champions focused on one central theme e.g retrofitting / low carbon transport would be
simpler to run and to communicate to the general public. In addition the champions were required to
make a very significant commitment to the campaign with no remuneration. The campaign was
completely dependent on volunteer time and good will and this made it more vulnerable to drop outs
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as was demonstrated as the PEC Campaign wore on where twenty participants became thirteen active
Champions by the end. The complexity of the PEC implementation process as set out in D3.5 and the
scope of the themes and the language of the +CityxChange project introduced to the volunteers
during initial training led to confusion for some. Several of the champions took a significant amount of
time and support to navigate the content and decide what course of action to take for their campaign.
This could be improved in future campaigns with a streamlining of the implementation process, a
reduction in thematic options and an adherence to plain language in presentations and the
development of content. Navigating the process map that developed the D3.5 process in a granular
way (illustrated process map Annex 9) created confusion on occasion as next steps for staff and
participants were not always obvious. This can be linked to the broader contribution of the Champions
to the CxC project and how their activities are linked to other tasks, for example, the development of
the DPEB and the Decision Support Tool.

Several of the Energy Champions found it challenging to establish a baseline for their own carbon
footprint. The +CityxChange Team worked with them to trial several carbon trackers and apps none of
which were adequate to establish a definitive baseline that the participants could use in their
campaign. The interaction of Champions with the Limerick Energy Model was challenging in particular
for organisations and business; it proved difficult to source the correct information to feed into the
model and this created delays.

Notwithstanding some of the challenges outlined above the feedback from the Champions overall was
very positive. The campaign represented a huge learning experience from the people involved who felt
that they had made a valuable contribution to influencing positive energy behaviour and
decarbonisation in their own communities. For example, campaigns such as Una Breathnachs outlined
above fed into the formal policy development structures of the Council and output from her campaign
influenced the expansion and procurement of the bike share scheme in Limerick. This demonstrates
the power citizen champions and innovators can have when supported through a structure such as
the Citizen Innovation Lab which brings citizens, government business and academia together.
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3. Legacy and Lessons Learned
In the implementation of Task 4.3 Community-led Open Innovation, the delivery of the Citizen
Innovation lab, City Engage Weeks and the successful implementation of the Positive Energy
Champions Campaign there are several lessons learned that will inform the work of the Citizen
innovation Lab and future citizen engagement practices in Limerick.

Citizen Innovation Lab
The establishment of the Citizen Innovation Lab (CIL) physical space and digital platform is a key legacy
of Task 4.3 Community-led Open Innovation in the city. The three CIL spaces supported by a
collaborative governance structure, an engagement programme and the acceptance of the principles
of building a shared vision and of co-creation with citizens will be the lasting legacy of the project.
CommunityxChange frameworks developed as part of +CityxChange and piloted through the activities
in T4.3 provide a foundation for the further development and embedding of citizen participation and
innovation practices into the workings of local government in Limerick. The physical location of the lab
in a high profile location, with a recognisable brand and shopfront, provides an important signal to
local stakeholders of the commitment of the city and the university to use inclusive participatory
models of engagement particularly in the context of the climate and energy transition ahead. Limerick
City and County Council will continue to build on the legacy of +CityxChange by leveraging the
experience and frameworks developed to secure funding such as the Creative Climate Action project
which will be hosted from the Citizen Innovation Lab and use participatory practices developed
through the project in 2022.

A key legacy of the development of the CIL is the collaboration between the Council and University in
the development, operation and curation of the space. This collaboration between the municipality
and academia had been a key factor in successfully supporting innovation projects in the city. The
Citizen innovation Lab is currently being governed through the +Cityxchange project, in order for the
potential of the space to be truly realised a new collaborative governance structure will need to
emerge between city stakeholders to support the work of the lab into the future. Funding for a
permanent location for the Citizen Innovation Lab has been secured by Limerick City and County
Council through the national Urban Regeneration Development Fund. The design and development of
the new lab may provide an opportunity for stakeholders to agree on a permanent collaborative
governance structure that will support the citizen participation and innovation agenda of the CIL.

City Engage Weeks

One of the KPIs of T4.3 was the hosting of two City Engage weeks per year to include open door
activities, community mapping, co creation, prototyping and education events. City Engage weeks
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represented useful milestones for the project team to reflect on the engagement in the project to date
and identify gaps and topics that needed to be highlighted in line with project objectives. It also
provided an opportunity to trial new types of engagement as outlined in D3.2 Development of Citizen
Participation Playbook and Platform. City Engage emerged as a recognisable brand in Limerick over the
course of the project that will continue as part of the CIL programme.

Energy Communities
Through the systematic and detailed work done in T4.3 to engage the community on Tasks 4.6 and 4.7
particularly around the development of the river turbine, interest in the formation of Sustainable
Energy Communities (SECs) in the city has grown significantly. An SEC formed by stakeholders around
the river was officially registered following a workshop held as part of City Engage Week 5. These
stakeholders have been brought together by the project through engagement on the deployment of
the river turbine and through Open Call 2 T4.5 & T4.6. This group was not an existing community and
have come together specifically to create a community energy plan with the ambition of forming an
Renewable Energy Community that may be in a position to take ownership of the river turbine in the
coming years. A further two communities have taken action through the project in coming together to
form an energy community as a direct result of engagement in the project. The formation of SECs at
community level in the city will be an important part of the engagement framework for Limerick’s
Climate Action Plan.

3.1 Learning

Public Understanding on Energy Transition
It became clear in the implementation of engagement events for City Engage Weeks as well as other
citizen participation activities in the project that the level of real understanding on energy transition in
the general population is minimal. There is little understanding of some of the key concepts and
challenges that will have to be faced in decarbonising Ireland's energy system in the coming decades.
Many events planned as part of City Engage Weeks introduced basic concepts on energy transition,
retrofitting, local renewable energy generation and local trading of energy and flexibility. One
challenging aspect which became apparent through City Engage Weeks is the dearth of a knowledge
base at national and local level about the requirements of retrofitting Georgian and heritage buildings.
This will be a significant challenge for Limerick in moving towards a major retrofitting programme with
the requirements to maintain the unique built heritage of the Georgian neighbourhood but also to
rejuvenate and repopulate the city centre.

The lack of understanding proved a challenge for partners planning City Engage Week events as the
project progressed as it was difficult to introduce more complex themes and move towards
co-creating solutions. Knowledge and capacity in the community on the energy transition has notably
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increased through the course of the project due to the targeted engagement that was completed as
part of City Engage Weeks. This is demonstrated particularly through the work of the Positive Energy
Champions who used their campaigns to share their knowledge of the project and build momentum
and capacity in their communities and networks around their chosen theme such as the development
of an energy community or the transition to low carbon transport.

A key pillar of Limerick’s forthcoming Climate Action Plan will be a focus on citizen engagement and
particularly in building community capacity around decarbonisation. LCCC will utilise +CityxChange
CommunityxChange frameworks such as the Citizen Participation Playbook to build on the progress
achieved through +CityxChange in supporting communities in fostering positive energy behaviour and
in all aspects of the energy transition.

Resources
A key learning in the implementation of T4.3 was regarding the level of resources required to support
community participation in a project as complex as +CityxChange. Participants in project activities such
as the Positive Energy Champions Campaign required significant support in understanding and
navigating the project and in linking with other city stakeholders. Participants in all activities were
volunteers who were interested and motivated regarding the energy transition, however they required
at least weekly support and encouragement from the team. In this regard many of the same staff were
involved in supporting engagement activities in Tasks 4.2 / 4.3 / 4.5 / 4.6 which did put a strain on
implementation. For example, as a consequence of delays related to the pandemic the Positive Energy
Champions Campaign was scheduled to run concurrently with the implementation of Open Call 2, the
programming of these two activities at the same time was particularly challenging.

Targeted Stakeholder Events
Open door activities for the general public formed much of the engagement programme of the project
from the beginning. However as the project wore on it became clear that events targeted at specific
groups, where stakeholders were invited to take part were some of the most meaningful and impactful
activities completed during the project. Targeted events were successful in building capacity and
momentum in the community around project objectives. This can be partly linked to the online nature
of many events due to Covid 19 restrictions. Under these circumstances public open events were less
impactful with the general public less likely to log on to an event that did not personally impact on
them. Even as the transition from Covid restrictions back to more normal methods of engagement
continues, public attendance has not returned to pre-pandemic levels. This can be seen in low
attendance in City Engage Week 5 where all events were in person and many open to the public.
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3.2 Observations

This section explores the potential of the integrated operation of CommunityxChange implementation
in Limerick through Task 4.3 Community-led Open Innovation, which connected to Task 4.5
Implementation of an Innovation Playground through a +CityxChange collaborative governance
structure.

3.2.1 Open Innovation Ecosystem

Characteristics of the open innovation ecosystem initiated through collaboration between Task 4.3,
Task 4.5 and +Limerick partners; and informed by implementation of +CityxChange deliverable D3.6:
Frameworks for DPEB Innovation Labs (Fitzgerald et al., 2020) are described in D4.10 Innovation Lab
Solution Catalogue 2 as including “collaborative governance of the Innovation Playground;
orchestration of the innovation ecosystem through an innovation agenda and a co-created
programme of engagement; positive cycles of collaboration; serendipity and network effects” (Walsh et
al., 2022, p. 47). The open innovation ecosystem initiated through Innovation Playground
implementation and its orchestration through the Citizen Innovation Lab are considered as having
potential to “support continuing clean energy innovation, expanding the initial programme of
engagement” (Walsh et al., 2022, p. 49) and some examples illustrating serendipity and network effects
are described. D4.3 Innovation Lab Solution Catalogue 1 (Walsh & Mee, 2020); D4.10 Innovation Lab
Solution Catalogue 2 (Walsh et al., 2022) and this report document and evidence the initiation of an
Open Innovation Ecosystem in Limerick through +CityxChange.

3.2.2 Citizen Innovation Lab as a Collaborative Platform

Considering the need for new community governance structures for the clean energy transition to
form as the Citizen Energy Communities or Renewable Energy Communities envisaged in the Clean
Energy Package of Directives, or as Sustainable Energy Communities in Ireland, the idea that
CommunityxChange implementation through the Citizen Innovation Lab could operate as a
collaborative platform to deliberately extend and scale-up collaborative governance – including
through enabling new collaborations – emerged. Collaborative platforms are proposed in the context
of partnerships which can facilitate open innovation towards the UN SDGs which can initiate “spin-off”
collaborations (Ansell & Gash, 2018, p. 16), where collaborative platforms include data flows of open
data and citizen or crowdsourced data to contribute to addressing key challenges and to generate
ideas and solutions (Ansell & Miura, 2018 p. 266).

The emergence of new energy communities in Limerick, described earlier in Section 3, indicates that
the Citizen Innovation Lab – the term here includes its implementation of CommunityxChange
frameworks – can generate spin-off collaborations and therefore operate as a collaborative platform
as described above. In addition, the Positive Energy Champion Campaign illustrates how the Citizen
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Innovation Lab can enable flows of citizen-sourced data gathered via the community mapping tool and
the City Energy Model to support LCCC’s decision making and policy development - see in particular
the Una Walsh, Anne Cronin and David O’Connor Stories. This is a faint pattern, and one that operated
without an open data platform for citizen-sourced data being in place. The fact that these data flows
were observed without the infrastructure being in place suggests that this aspect of the Citizen
Innovation Lab’s operation should be strengthened by providing an open data portal for
citizen-sourced data and by designing-in procedures to connect citizen-sourced data to LCCC’s
decision making processes (Walsh et al., 2022, p. 53).

3.2.3 Positive Cycles of Collaboration

Focussing on the positive cycles of collaboration idea, cycles of collaboration are referred to in the
context of the collaborative governance of an open innovation ecosystem (Fitzgerald et al., 2020)
where “a history of successful past cooperation can create social capital and high levels of trust that
produce a virtuous cycle of collaboration” between stakeholders (Ansell & Gash, 2008, p. 553). The
initiation of positive cycles of collaboration was a hoped for outcome of CommmunityxChange and
Task 4.3 implementation, to support the “continuous engagement” (Burón & Sánchez, 2020, p. 14)
needed for the co-creation and replication of PEBs and PEDs and to make collaboration meaningful so
that stakeholders are motivated to collaborate more.

In Innovation Playground implementation, positive cycles of collaboration are described as occurring
where “citizens’ needs and priorities identified through participatory processes are connected to city
governance structures and acted on in a transparent and meaningful way” where the Citizen
Innovation Lab is proposed as having “the potential to operate as a platform for continuing
collaboration enabling and accelerating the city’s clean energy transition” (Walsh et al., 2022, p. 50).
Considering the above, the Citizen Innovation Lab can enable positive cycles of collaboration in two
forms:

1. Continuing collaborations amongst citizens who interact with the Citizen Innovation Lab
including through “spin-off” collaborations – e.g. positive energy champions or open call
participants continuing to initiate energy communities.

2. Flows of data, generated through Citizen Innovation Lab collaborations and the use of its digital
tools and connected to city decision making and governance processes.

Figures 3.1 and 3.2 below illustrate how this evolved during +Limerick implementation.
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Figure 3.1: 2020 - Initiating a positive cycle of collaboration through DPEB Innovation Lab implementation (Fitzgerald et al., 2020,
p. 36)

Figure 3.2: 2022 - Positive cycles of collaboration through Citizen Innovation Lab orchestration

Considering the +CityxChange objective to enable the co-creation and replication of DPEBs and PEDS,
a platform for collaboration within an open innovation ecosystem which can generate further spin-off
collaborations in the form of energy communities or enable the crowdsourcing of data to address key
challenges is a valuable asset to cities to enable progress towards achieving their climate goals.
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4. Conclusion
This deliverable describes the successful implementation of Task 4.3 Community - Led Open
Innovation in Limerick which focused on creating an innovation ecosystem that fosters and influences
positive energy behaviour across a wide stakeholder group of individuals, government, business.

The key objectives delivered were;
● Establishment of a Citizen Observatory
● Facilitate a programme of community participation events in the Innovation Playground

including City Engage Weeks to support the creation of PEBs and PEDs
● Establish a Positive Energy Champions Network.

A programme of citizen participation events which foster positive energy behaviour will continue in the
Citizen Innovation Lab drawing on the best practice as set out in D3.2 The Citizen Participation
Playbook, the Bold City Vision Framework and the Solutions Catalogue. These activities will continue to
be interactive and will change over time as citizens become more adept in navigating a new paradigm
of participation further enhancing the collaboration ecosystem that has been created.

The activities trialled throughout the project such as the PEC campaign and many of the citizen
participation processes have now become embedded in the practice of the Urban Innovation and
Digital Strategy departments in Limerick City and County Council. The challenge to come is to truly
incorporate them into the practice and structures of the local authority as a whole. This has
commenced with legacy projects such as Decarbonising Together and Bloomberg Innovation Training
,which is an interdepartmental programme focused on citizen centred innovation, and in a broader
recognition by LCCC of the importance of citizen engagement and participation in terms of climate
adaptation and energy transition. In addition, a Positive Energy Champion campaign for LCCC staff and
city leaders is now being explored as the next step overcoming some of the structural and regulatory
obstacles that still exist in the creation of PEBs and PEDs and in achieving the decarbonisation
required in the city under Ireland’s national climate action targets.

Given the importance of citizen engagement and participation in shaping the change that will be
required in the next decade, the Citizen Observatory as part of the enhanced Citizen Innovation Lab
will form an integral part of Limerick’s decarbonisation plans towards 2030. It will provide a neutral
physical and digital space where city leaders, business and communities can come together to co
create and prototype solutions to the challenges ahead. For the potential of the CIL to be realised a
new governance structure needs to emerge at the end of +Cityxchange to manage the space,
programme and agenda into the future. The legacy of Task 4.3 Community Led Open Innovation is that
it has provided Limerick with the engagement, participation and innovation tools that will enable
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citizens to engage with data and city frameworks, empowering them to have agency in terms of
Limerick's energy transition over the next decade. The implementation of this task has mobilised a
network of community, government, academic and business activators who have engaged and learned
throughout the project. This community, supported through an innovation ecosystem and the Citizen
Innovation Lab will be integral to influencing how Limerick makes the changes required to achieve its
climate goals by 2030.
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6. Annexes

Annex 1: Community Participation Events Programme

Date Event Task Partners

Attend

ance

1 16.09.2019 Community Mapping Laneways 4.3 LCCC/SE IN Person 35

2 18.09.2019

Innovative Solutions to Fire Safety in

Georgian Buildings 4.3 LCCC/ EI/DCC IN Person 8

3 19.09.2019 Citizen Sensing Lab 4.3

Colaborativa/

LCCC IN Person 7

4 20.09.2019 Exploring Georgian Limerick 4.3 LCCC/UL IN Person 21

5 20.09.2019 Co Design Workshop - The City Energy Game 4.5 LCCC/UL IN Person 8

6 20.09.2019 City Engage Student Perspective 4.3 LCCC/UL IN Person 13

7 20.09.2019 City Engage Week Best Bits 4.3 IN Person 871

8 21.09.2019 Creative Play, Imagining Future Limerick 4.3 LCCC/UL IN Person 8

9 25.10.2019 Climathon 2019 4.1 LCCC/SE IN Person 45

10 26.10.2019 Climathon 2019 4.1 LCCC/SE IN Person 23

11 26.08.2020 DBEB Building Owners 4.6 ONLINE 24

12 27.04.2020

Mapping Solar Potential in the Georgian

Neighbourhood 4.3 IES/ SE/LCCC ONLINE 21

13 14.09.2021

Local Renewable Energy Workshop in the

Georgian Neighbourhood 4.3 SE/IES ONLINE 21

14 15.09.2020

Community Auditing of Buildings in the

Georgian Neighbourhood 4.3 Mpower ONLINE 20

15 15.09.2020 Local Energy Hub, Local Energy Sharing 4.3 MPower ONLINE 19

16 16.09.2020 The Limerick We Want To Live In 4.3 UL ONLINE 26

17 16.09.2020 River Energy Potential 4.3 LCCC/Gkinetic ONLINE 32

18 17.09.2020 Developing a Bold City Vision 4.2 LCCC ONLINE 20

19 17.09.2020

Storytelling Event -Developing an Energy

Community 4.3 UL ONLINE 15

20 18.09.2020 Citizen Energy Monitoring Lab 4.3 Colaborativa ONLINE 21

21 12.10.2020 Climathon Opening Night 4.1 SE ONLINE 13

22 13.11.2020 Climathon - Presentations 4.1 SE/ LCCC ONLINE 35

23 15.12.2020 Climathon Team Present to SPC 4.3 LCCC ONLINE 38

24 24.02.21 Open Call 2 - Information Session 4.5 UL/LCCC ONLINE 23

25 20.04.2021 Positive Energy Champions Training 4.3
UL/LCCC

/Mpower/SE/ ONLINE 21

26 21.04.2021 Open Call 2 Kick Off Session 4.3 LCCC ONLINE 12

27 26.04.2021 Decarbonising Business - An Post Story 4.3 UL / LCCC / ONLINE 26
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28 26.04.2021 Prosumer Potential PEC 4.3

Mpower / UL/

LCCC ONLINE 26

29 27.04.2021

SEAI - Webinar, SEAI supports & sustainable

energy Communities 4.3 LCCC / SEAI ONLINE 28

30 27.04.2021 Understanding Energy - Retrofit and Invest 4.3 IES/ UL/LCCC ONLINE 12

31 27.04.2021 Gkinetic - Update on River Turbine 4.3 LCCC/GKinetic ONLINE 23

32 28.04.2021 Empowering Communities CE Week 4.3

Space

Engagers /

LCCC ONLINE 36

33 29.04.202 Empowering Communities PEC 4.3

Colaborativa/

LCCC/UL/SE ONLINE 21

34 30.04.2021 Low Carbon Transport PEC 4.3

LCCC, GoCar,

ESB ONLINE 16

35 21.05.21 Low Carbon Transport PEC 4.3

LCCC, GoCar,

ESB ONLINE 16

36 11.06.2021 PEC Mapping Tool Workshop 4.3 SE/LCCC ONLINE 11

37 01.06.21

Positive Energy Champions Step by Step

Plans x18 sessions 4.3 LCCC/UL ONLINE 22

38 04.11.21

(Co) Creating Our Future - New European

Bauhaus 4.3 UL/LCCC ONLINE 20

39 05.11.21 DPEB Property Owners Meeting 4.3 LCCC/Mpower IN Person

40 01.02.2022

Retrofit of Traditional Georgian Buildings in

Limerick 4.3 LCCC & UL ONLINE 22

41 01.02.2022

Energy Retrofit of Traditional Buildings in

Georgian Limerick 4.3

LCCC / Peter

Cox Online 62

42 01.02.2022

A Sustainable Energy Future - LImerick's

Georgian Neighbourhood 4.3

LCCC/ IES/

MPower ONLINE 25

43 03.02.2022

Planning Decarbonisation Limerick's Energy

Model 4.3 LCCC/ IES ONLINE 8

44 03.02.2022

A Sustainable Energy Community - Limerick

River Turbine 4.3

Gkinetic, SE,

LCCC, UL ONLINE 28

45 26.04.2022

What can A Citizen Innovation Lab Do?

(Public) 4.3 Ul/LCCC/SE/IES IN Person 6

46 26.04.2022 Fab Lab Tour 4.3 Ul/LCCC/SE/IES IN Person 5

47 27.04.2022

What can A Citizen Innovation Lab Do? (All

staff) 4.3 LCCC IN Person 5

48 27.04.2022 Starting A Sustainable Energy Community 4.3

LCCC/ SE/

Gkinetic IN Person 6

49 28.04.2022 Climate Fresek 4.3 UL/LCCC IN Person 8

50 28.04.2022 Energyxchange 4.3 Mpower IN Person 2

51 29.04.2022

What can a Citizen Innovation Lab Do?

(Councillors) 4.3 LCCC IN Person 0
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52 29.04.2022

Open Innovation Call 3 : Social Innovation

and Energy Collaboration 4.3 LCCC/UL IN Person 1

53 29.04.2022 What can The Innovation Lab Do? (All staff) 4.3 LCCC IN Person 3

54 30.04.2022 Greening the Grid 4.3 LCCC/SE IN Person 6

Tota

l 1847
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Annex 2: City Engage Week Brochures

City Engage Week 1 Sep 2019
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City Engage Week 2, Sept. 2020
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City Engage Week 3, April 2021
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City Engage Week 4, Jan 2022
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City Engage Week 5, April 2022
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Annex 3: Positive Energy Champions Briefing Document

Help realise Limerick’s positive energy potential!
Join a team of Limerick Positive Energy Champions by incorporating Positive Energy Actions into your
daily routine for twenty weeks. A small change can have a big impact on your energy consumption, on
your carbon footprint and can help create a pathway to Limerick becoming a Positive Energy City by
2050.

It can be frustrating and confusing to know what meaningful actions individuals, businesses and
communities can take to combat climate change. For this reason, Limerick City and County Council and
the +CityxChange team are exploring the development of a structured approach to enable Limerick to
become a Positive Energy City by 2050, where individual actions can have local and cumulative impact
and contribute to measurable change.

Join Limerick’s Team of Positive Energy Champions for Twenty Weeks

Who?
We would like to hear from people from all walks of life who are active in local community and
business networks and are happy to share their experiences over 20 weeks of change.

You may already be making changes to consume less energy, or are interested in how to get started in
taking Positive Energy Action, for example by examining your transport decisions, retrofitting your
home or business premises or installing a renewable energy system. You might just want more people
in Limerick to be empowered to act to combat climate change.

What?
Positive Energy Champions will be asked to implement an individual step-by step plan of Positive
Energy Actions over 20 weeks between April and September 2021. The plan will be tailored by the
+CityxChange team to suit each Positive Energy Champion’s capacity for change.

Positive Energy Actions can include:
● Reducing energy consumption by adapting energy behaviour
● Planning the most effective building energy retrofit and learning about new investment models

to help pay for it
● Exploring the change to low-carbon transport
● Learning about new tools and processes to help make the clean energy transition in Limerick a

change which can benefit all.
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How?
Positive Energy Champions will:

● Learn about what a Positive Energy Limerick might look like and about the +CityxChange
approach

● Obtain Positive Energy Advice on the local potential of plans to decarbonise Ireland’s energy
market and one of the following themes:

○ Understanding Energy Use, Retrofit and Invest
○ Exploring Low-Carbon Transport
○ Empowering People to Shape Limerick’s Clean Energy Future

● Develop an individual step-by-step plan addressing their chosen theme with +CityxChange
solution providers and including a commitment, goal setting and timeline for change.

● Have access to mentoring and advice over the 20 weeks of change as they implement their
step-by-step plan.

In return, Positive Energy Champions will be asked to:
● Keep a diary describing their Positive Energy Actions and to note any obstacles and

opportunities encountered.
● Monitor the impact of the changes they make with support from the +CityxChange Team.
● Share their experiences with other Positive Energy Champions and with their community or

business networks.

Learning from the Positive Energy Champion Campaign will contribute to a Clean Energy Plan for
Limerick being developed as part of +CityxChange. To recognise this important contribution to
Limerick’s clean energy future a Celebrate the Champions event is planned to take place in September
2021 (subject to Covid public health guidance).

Why Now?
Ireland’s climate is changing and we are being asked to act now to ensure a climate-resilient society
and economy in the future. The next decade requires an accelerated response, with new ways of doing
things and of organising aspects of our lives which we may not think much about at present. Starting
this process of change in 2021 increases the likelihood of delivering on Ireland’s commitment to be
carbon-neutral by 2050.

We are now seeking 24 Positive Energy Champions to take Positive Energy Actions over 20 weeks
between April and September 2021, to champion Limerick as a future Positive Energy City and to be
the change within their communities and business networks.
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Background
Limerick is one of two EU ‘lighthouse’ cities selected for a pilot climate-change programme leading
Europe in exploring a structured approach to dramatically reduce the carbon footprint of urban areas.
The EU +CityxChange (Positive City Exchange) project sees Limerick, along with Trondheim in Norway,
trial an approach that has the potential to revolutionise how we produce and use energy in European
cities and towns. For more information: https://www.limerick.ie/cityxchange/about

The Positive Energy Champion Campaign is part of +CityxChange project implementation in Limerick
and the campaign will run from April to September 2021. See the timeline below for more details.

Timeline

Application live on Mypoint Friday 12 March 2021

Deadline for submissions Tuesday 6 April, 2021 at 17.00

Successful Positive Energy Champions informed Friday 9 April, 2021

Positive Energy Champion Meet-up and training Tuesday 20 April, 2021 at 19.00

Positive Energy Advice & Step-by-step Plans for each
Champion

Week beginning 26 April, 2021

20 Weeks of Change - Start Week 1 3 May 2021

Celebrate the Champions - City Engage Week Event 17 September

Who can apply and selection criteria
Applications are open to everyone – individuals and representatives of community groups, NGOs,
businesses, and institutions. The +CityxChange project focuses on the Georgian Neighbourhood so
applications from people who live, work, or own a building in the Georgian Neighbourhood are
particularly welcomed.
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Positive Energy Champions will be selected based on the following criteria.
 

Criteria Weighting

Statement of Interest:
Why I want to be a Positive Energy Champion

30%

Target Participants:
Connection to the Georgian Neighbourhood
Applicant category (Building Owners, Occupiers, Institution or Other)

40%

Network:
Strength of the applicants network demonstrated through involvement in
local community or business groups. A social media profile is desirable but
not essential.

30%

Applications will be assessed by a panel of four comprising members of the +CityxChange Team and
Limerick City and County Council.

How to make an application
Applications must be made on Limerick City and County Council’s public consultation and
collaboration platform Mypoint.

The deadline for applications is Tuesday 6 April, 2021 at 17.00.

If you have any queries re the application process, please email cityxchange@limerick.ie

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and
innovation programme under Grant Agreement No. 824260.
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MyPoint Application Form Questions

Section 1: Applicant Details

QUESTION

1a. Full Name

1b. Company / Organisation Name (if relevant)

1c. E-mail address

1d. Contact Number

1e. Address

Section 2: Statement of Interest

QUESTION

2a. I want to be a Positive Energy Champion because… (max
40 words)

Section 3: Target Participants

Map showing extent of the Georgian Neighbourhood – the focus of +CityxChange project implementation.
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QUESTION

3a. Describe your relationship to the Georgian
Neighbourhood (tick all that apply):

OWNER: Building owner within the Georgian Neighbourhood
or their representative e.g. a facilities manager.

OCCUPIER: Person working, living or using space in the
Georgian Neighbourhood.

INSTITUTIONS: Representatives of businesses, education,
arts and cultural institutions, government etc. within the
Georgian Neighbourhood.

OTHERS: People living and working outside the Georgian
Neighbourhood but interested in taking part in +CityxChange.

Section 4: Network

QUESTION

4a. List any Limerick community groups you are active in.

4b. List any Limerick business networks you are active in.

4c. List communication and social media* platforms you plan
to use to share your experiences as a Positive Energy
Champion.

* Use of social media is desirable but not essential.

Section 5: Areas of Interest

QUESTION
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5a. Indicate which Positive Energy Action themes interest you (tick all that apply):

● Prosumer Potential: Learn about the potential to change from being a passive
energy consumer to an active prosumer trading in a local energy market.

● Understanding Energy Use: Learn how to reduce energy consumption by
adapting your energy behaviour.

● Retrofit and Invest: Plan an effective building energy retrofit (at different levels
of disruption and cost) and learn about new investment models to help pay for
it.

● Low-carbon Transport: Explore the change to low-carbon transport including
e-mobility and car-sharing, and try out a new +CityxChange e-mobility app.

● Empowering Communities: Learn about new tools – e.g. community mapping
– and provide insights into the development of a new City Engage portal to
encourage participation in the clean energy transition.
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Annex 4: Milestones PEC Campaign Limerick

Date Key Milestones PEC Campaign Limerick

15/03/2021 Application for Positive Energy Champions goes live on Council engagement
portal - MyPoint

07/04/2021 Application Closed

14/04/2021 20 Champions Selected and Notified

20/04/2021 Positive Energy Champion Meet-up and Training Session
Champions required to select a theme

26/04/202 Prosumer Potential Strand Presentation

27/04/2021 Understanding Energy Use Retrofit & Investment Strand Meeting

29/04/2021 Empowering Communities Strand Meeting

30/04/2021 Low Carbon Transport Strand Meeting

07 to
18/05/2021

Each Champion has a One to One Meeting with CxC partners and a Step by Step
plan is prepared

11/05/2021 Champions Diary live on Mypoint, champions requested to fill in a monthly diary
over the course of their campaign

14/05/2021 Champions photo and video shoot

24/05/2021 to
08/06/2021

Champions videos shared on social media

01/06/2021 to
09/11/2021

PEC Monitoring Meetings every Tuesday at 2pm

11/06/2021 SpaceEngagers Presentation to Champions on CxC Mapping Tool

04/07/2021 to
19/07/2021

PEC 1 Mapping event supported by SE
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23/07/2021 to
06/08/2021

Pec 2 Mapping event supported by SE

27/09/2021 to
08/10/2021

PEC 3 Mapping event supported by SE

23/09/2021 PEC Understanding Energy Use, retrofit and Investment in person meetings with
IES to view champions Model

26/04/2022 Champions In Person wrap up event and tour of Citizen Innovation Lab
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Annex 5: Positive Energy Champion Process Map

This diagram illustrates the orchestration of the +CityxChange Innovation Playground through the
Positive Energy Champion campaign, including the linkages designed-in to Task 4.6 and Task 4.7 and
the prosumer recruitment process.
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